Learning to Love Disruption
Traditional business models are changing fast. Criticaleye’s CEO Retreat,
held in association with Accenture and supported by Warren Partners,
examined how senior executive teams can fashion the right response
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You need to embed digital
right through your organisation and a Chief Digital
Officer can help do that
Governance models need to
change and boards need to
think digitally
Strategy is changing. It’s
not about pondering and
setting a direction for the
next five years – it’s about
change at pace
There are digital buzzwords
and big valuations of tech
start-ups; executives are
unsure of how to respond
Disrupters are not coming
from your industry. On top
of that, users are comparing
your technology to the their
best experiences
Look at your business
and the most profitable
segment. Now think about
how you can disrupt it
The most fundamental
aspect of digital is the idea
of zero-margin cost, which
entails a reversal of thinking
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“That was not a pleasant ride in the

the right thing for too long; failing to

short term and we lost some people as

reinvent themselves or losing sight

there were individuals who thought:
‘I can’t relate to this.’ But it was what
the organisation needed to do.”
By contrast, Lynne Embleton, Director
of Strategy and Managing Director of
Gatwick for British Airways, was “a little
sceptical” about such a role. She said:

Sometimes
you find the
challenge is at
the top of the
business

of what their customers need.”
As Neil of GMG put it: “Digital is
compressing time and space and
making us more global; it’s making
everything happen faster.”
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